Gravedigger

Count: 32  Wall: 4  Level: Improver
Choreographer: Donna Manning (Dec 2012)
Music: Better Dig Two – The Band Perry

I pause if you use the entire song….you can stop it before the second pause in the music.

Sec. 1: Step, Touch, Touch, Touch, Step, Touch, Touch, Touch
1, 2, 3, 4Step R Forward to 1:00 angling body to 10:00, Touch L to R instep, to side, to instep
5, 6, 7, 8Step L Forward to 10:00 angling body to 1:00, Touch R to L instep, to side, to instep

Sec. 2: Back, Cross, Back, Heel, Back, Cross, Back, Heel
1, 2, 3, 4Step R back to 4:00, Cross L over R, Step back on R to 4:00, Touch L heel forward
5, 6, 7, 8Step L back to 7:00, Cross R over L, Step back on L to 7:00, Touch R heel forward

Sec. 3: R Back Rock, Recover, ½ Turn L, pause, L Back Rock, Recover, ½ Turn R, pause
1, 2Rock Back on R, Recover weight to L
3, 4½ Turn L stepping back on R, pause on 4 – don’t stop just slow motion of body
5, 6Rock back on L, Recover weight to R
7, 8½ Turn R stepping back on L, pause on 8 but continue movement in the same direction….

Sec. 4: ¼ Turn to R into Rhumba box – R and back, L and forward.
1, 2¼ Turn to R stepping to the side, L close to R taking weight
3, 4Step R back, touch L next to R
5, 6, 7, 8Step L to side, R close to L taking weight, Step L forward, Touch R next to L

***Tag: @ 9:00 after wall 11, before you start 9:00 for the 3rd time…..music dies
1, 2, 3, 4V Step with some emphasis, R to R Forward diagonal, L to L Forward diagonal, Bring R back to center, bring L back to center stepping next to R – start over!

HAVE FUN!

Please do not alter this step sheet in any way.
If you would like to use on your website please make sure it is in its original format and include all contact details on this script.
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